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Abstract
Internal combustion (I.C.) engines in Nigeria are mainly imported. This shows the low 
level of our technological and industrial development. It is therefore important that we 
start the development of local skills in I.C. engine manufacture. To this end, this 
research work intends to design and manufacture a permanent die production mould 
for the casting of top cylinder of a 3hp petrol engine. The design of the production die 
mould was achieved by considering the shape and size of the top cylinder. The 
shrinkage allowance, pattern allowance and draft allowance were also considered. 
Other design considerations such as the design for riser, runner size diameter, sprue 
size diameter and gating design were done. Cast iron was selected as the material for 
the production of the permanent die mould. The production die mould was 
manufactured by sand casting process. After which, milling, drilling and grinding 
operations were carried out on the cast production die mould. Performance test was 
carried out on the manufactured production mould. The linear shrinkage result 
showed that the casting was in conformity with that of standard values. The working 
life of the mould was in good working condition as there was no change in the 
dimension and no surface crack occurred. The production mould was used to cast the 
top cylinder of a 4-stroke 3hp general purpose I.C. engine. Performance test was also 
carried out on the engine with the cast top cylinder. It was found that the temperature 
of the engine was relatively higher than that of the control engine which had the 
original top cylinder. The speed of the engine with the cast top cylinder was however 
lower than the speed of the control engine with the original top cylinder. The 
difference in weight of the cast top cylinder and the original top cylinder was 
responsible for the relative difference in the engine temperatures and speeds. 

Keywords:   Production Mould, Top Cylinder, Sand casting, Internal Combustion 
Engine.
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Introduction
Metal casting dates back to 6000 BC. A 
bronze standing girl measuring 11cm was 
found at Mohen-jo-daro around 4000 BC 
and a bronze frog was found in 

Mesopotamia around 3200 BC (Ravi, 
2003). Metal Casting is a manufacturing 
process by which a liquid material is 
usually poured into a mould, which 
contains a hollow cavity of the desired 



shape, and then allowed to solidify. The 
solidified part is also known as a casting, 
which is ejected or broken out of the mould 
to complete the process. Casting materials 
are usually metals or various cold setting 
materials that cure after mixing two or 
more components together; examples are 
epoxy, concrete, plaster and clay. Degamo, 
Black and Kosher, (2003) described 
casting as a manufacturing process that is 
most often used for making complex 
shapes that would be otherwise difficult or 
uneconomical to make by other production 
methods. Metal casting has diverse 
application including the production of 
I.C. engine parts such as the engine block, 
top cylinder, piston, carburetor, etc. 
 A production mould is a preformed 
container into which molten metal is 
poured and allowed to solidify. Permanent 
production moulds are generally made of 
cast iron or steel which are not destroyed or 
rebuilt after every casting. In permanent 
mould casting, hydrostatic pressure 
created by the risers is mainly responsible 
for casting of metal in the mould without 
the necessary application of external 
pressure (Jain, 2010). The metal used for 
the permanent mould must be able to 
withstand high temperatures. This is why 
most often gray cast iron (having high 
resistance to thermal shocks), alloy steel 
(suitable for very high temperatures and 
also withstand surface corrosion), or non-
ferrous alloys are commonly used for 
permanent moulds. 
Cylinder heads (top cylinder) are cast from 
cast iron or aluminium alloys. They are 
machined to internal combustion engine, 
the cylinder head (top cylinder) sits above 

the cylinders on top of the cylinder block. It 
closes in the top of the cylinder, forming 
the combustion chamber. This joint is 
sealed by a head gasket. The cylinder heads 
formed the top of the combustion chamber 
while the piston and rings formed the 
bottom part of the combustion chamber. 
Air and fuel are fed into the cylinder 
through a passage provided by the cylinder 
head in most I.C. engines. The head can 
also be a place to mount the valves, spark 
plugs, and fuel injectors.
 Research studies have been done 
locally on the development of the internal 
combustion engine in Nigeria. These 
studies include: Ebhojiaye and Ibhadode 
(2013) “Production of a Piston for a Single-
Cylinder, Four Stroke, 8 Horse Power (hp) 
Diesel Engine by Reverse Engineering 
Technique”; Amalu and Ibhadode (2007) 
“3-HP Petrol Engine Block Fabrication by 
Reverse Engineering Approach”; Amalu, 
(1994), “Manufacture and Performance 
Testing of a Cylinder Block for a Two-
Stroke Air Cooled Single Cylinder Diesel 
Engine”; Ibhadode (2004) “Progress 
Report on Development of 3-HP Petrol 
Engine”; Kadiri (1992) “The Casting of a 
Single-Cylinder Two Stroke Engine 
Block”; Osaje (1994) “The Design and 
Manufacture of an Oil Sump for a Single 
Cylinder Four-Stroke Engine, (unpu-
lished)”; Adibe and Okorie (1993), 
“Prospects for Design and Manufacture of 
Automobile Engine Crankshafts and 
Connecting Rods in Nigeria.”

METHODOLOGY
Pattern Size Determination
A market survey was carried out on diffe-
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rent 3hp engine top cylinder available. A 
villars – Vijay 3hp engine standard top 
cylinder was selected for the pattern size 
development for the casting in view. Fig. 1 

showed the dimensions of the top cylinder. 
Vernier caliper, steel rule and micrometer 
screw gauge were used in taking the 
measurement of the top cylinder.

Fig. 1 Dimensions of the Original Top Cylinder

The engine top cylinder that was obtained was made of aluminium and it had the following 
dimensions 

1. Height        37mm

2. Length        127mm

3. Breadth       95mm

4. Fin height       28mm

5. Fin thickness       3mm
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The aluminium top cylinder also had 
3 36. Material density      2.7 x 10  kg/m

7. Mass        0.5kg

-5 38. Volume       18.5 x 10 m

The pattern linear shrinkage allowance, machining allowance and draft allowance were 
taken in consideration during the development of the pattern size.

Pattern Size Obtained
The following were the pattern size obtained when standard linear shrinkage allowance, 
machining allowance and draft allowance for pattern size (Ibhadode, 2001) were added to 
the dimensions obtained from the measurement of the top cylinder.

1. Pattern length    (127 x 0.013) + 127  = 128.65mm

2. Pattern breadth    (95 x 0.013) + 95 = 96.24mm

3. Pattern Height     (37 x 0.013) + 37 = 37.48mm

4. Fin thickness    (3 x 0.013) + 3  = 3.04mm

Gating and Feeding Systems
The gating and feeding systems are in addition to the mould cavity, the channels and 
openings for running the liquid metal into the cavity and feeding the casting during 
solidification.

Riser Size Determination
The feeders are designed to compensate for solidification shrinkage of the hot spot region 
(Ravi, 2003). This requirement is satisfied by the criterion,
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η  V  = α (V  + V )   (1)f f c f

where, V  = volume of feeder (riser)f

 V  = volume of castingc

 □  = efficiency of feeder (riser)f

 α = volumetric shrinkage of cast mental

According to Ravi (2003), from an aluminium base casting, an open cylindrical riser is suitable and 
the following empirical data hold.

Riser height, H    = 1.5 times diameter

Volumetric shrinkage, α   = 0.066

Efficiency, □     = 0.14f

Pouring Velocity
The liquid mental pouring velocity, v is given by:
 v =   2gH      (2)s

 
2 Where, g = acceleration due to gravity  (10 m/s )

1
  H  = mould metalostanic  height (i.e. cope height + /  ingate diameter)s 2

Mould Filling Time
The mould filling time, T (Mikhailov, 1987) is given by:

m n     
T = A δ  M (3)
Which reduces to,

3T = A    δM     (4)
Which, A = constant coefficient (3 for aluminium base)
 δ = wall thickness of casting
 M = total mass of all casting in the mould
 m and n = constant coefficient

Sprue Size (Exit Diameter)
The sprue choke area, f  is defined by Mikhailov (1978) as,n

M
f  = /   Tµ    2gHs    (5)n p
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3.0 DIE MOULD PRODUCTION
Malleable cast iron was the material used 
for the production of the die mould.

3.1 Method of production
Sand casting processes were used to 
produce the top cylinder die mould. 
Cement wood pattern, green sand, clay and 
water were the materials used for the 
mould. With the aid of the half pattern, wet 
cement and mould boxes, the drag for both 
half patterns (Fig. 2) were produced. The 
two cement moulds produced in Fig. 2 
were used in place of the pattern as shown 
in Fig. 3. The malleable cast iron was 
melted to a molten form at a temperature of 

o
about 1500 C and poured into the already 
prepared sand mould through the pouring 
basin. The cast was allowed to solidify and 
then the sand mould was destroyed to 
remove the cast cope and drag die mould. 
The cast permanent mould was machined 
to size of 196mm x 167mm x 36mm on the 
milling machine using side and face 
cutters, and cleaning (surface grinding) 
was also done using filling stone and hand 
file. Holes for pouring basin, sprue, riser 
and locating pins were drilled on the cast 
mould with the aid of twist drill. The 
produced cope and drag of the permanent 
die mould is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2 Mould Half Pattern

Fig. 3 Pattern made from Cement
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Fig. 4 and 5 The Cope and Drag of the Permanent Die Mould Produced

Fig. 6 The Cast Top Cylinder Produced

3.2 Performance Test
Performance test was carried out on the 
permanent mould that was cast to 
determine the linear shrinkage of the 
casting, the post-mould condition, the cast 
product (top cylinder) in an engine.
The cast top cylinder (Fig. 6) was fixed in 
the engine and was tested for performance 

in the Faculty of Engineering Workshop. 
The procedures were,

(i) The cast top cylinder was used to 

replace the original top cylinder on 
the engine.

(ii) The engine was run for ten minutes 
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without breakdown.

(iii) The minimum and maximum 

speeds were obtained by setting the 
carburetor to the minimum and 
maximum settings respectively 
using the mechanical tachometer.

(iv) Eight temperature readings of the 

cast top cylinder were taken at an 
irregular time intervals, with a 
digital thermocouple.

(v) Steps (ii) – (iv) were repeated with 

a control engine having the original 
top cylinder on it.

Result And Discussion 
Test Result 1 – Linear Shrinkage 
mm/mm
Three major sides of the cast iron mould 
were considered when this test was being 
carried out.

(i) Length of the casting 

Standard length   = 127mm
Design length    = 128.65mm

Allowance provided =128.65 – 127 = 
1.65mm 

Casting length prior to machining 
=127.90mm
But,  Contraction = designed length – 
casting length prior to machining = 
128.65 – 127.90  = 0.75mm

:.  True contraction mm/mm =            = 0.0058 ≈ 0.01
           
(i) Height of the casting

 Standard height  = 37mm
 Designed height  = 37.48mm
:. Allowance provided  = 37.48 – 37 = 0.48mm
 
 Casting height prior to machining = 37.20mm

But, Contraction = designed height – casting height prior to machining = 37.48 – 37.20
          = 0.28mm

:. True contraction mm/mm =          = 0.007 ≈ 0.01
(ii)  Breadth of the casting

 Standard breadth = 96mm
 Designed breadth = 97.25mm

:. Allowance provided = 97.25 – 96 = 1.25mm

 Casting breadth prior to machining = 96.60mm
But, Contraction = designed breadth – casting breadth prior to machining = 97.26 – 
96.60
   = 0.65mm

:. True contraction mm/mm =            = 0.0067 ≈ 0.01 

128.65

0.75

37.48

0.28

96.60

0.65
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Thus, the linear shrinkage mm/mm of the 
casting is in conformity with standard 
values as found in literatures.

Test Result 2 – Post – Mould Condition
The permanent cast iron die mould was 
used to cast the top cylinder of the 3hp 
Villars – Vijay engine. Upon the comple-
tion the casting process, the working life of 
the mould was in perfect order. As there 
was neither change in dimension nor was 
there any surface crack. The melting temp-
erature of the top cylinder which was made 
of aluminium is just about the recrysta-

llization temperature of cast iron which 
was used to produce the mould. During the 
casting process, there was no leakage of the 
liquid metal between the parting surfaces 
(cope and drag) and air pocket disturbance 
was not seen or heard.

Test Result 3 – The Cast Top Cylinder on 
the Engine
Fig. 5 showed the graph of the two engine 

otemperatures ( C) plotted against time 
(mins) as obtained from the test carried out.

 Fig. 5 Changes in Engine Temperatures with respect to Time

The graph showed that the two engines had 
the same pattern of temperature rise but the 
engine with the cast top cylinder had higher 
temperature than the control engine at the 
same time interval. Critical analysis of the 

temperatures of the two engines with 
respect to time revealed that after 1minute 
of running the two engines, the temperature 
of the control engine was 16.67% lower 
than that of the engine housing the cast top 
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cylinder. This temperature differential was 
maintained constantly until about 4 
minutes. At 4 minutes the temperature 
difference between the two engines was 
16%. The temperature difference between 
the two engines further dipped to 15.38% 

Table 1: Engine Speed

after 6 minutes. However, the difference in 
temperatures between the two engines 
began to increase with a 17.04% difference 
and a 20% difference after 8 and 10 minutes 
respectively.

Engine Type  Minimum Speed (rpm)  Maximum Speed (rpm)

Control Engine  2400  4900  

Engine with cast Top 

Cylinder
 

2100
 

2700
 

Table 1 showed the values of the measured 
engine speeds for the two engines. From 
the table, the maximum speed of the engine 
with the cast top cylinder was 55.10% of 
the control engine. This implied that the 
speed of the engine with the cast top 
cylinder was a little above half of the speed 
of the control engine. This is greatly 
attributed to old equipment available for 
use in the Faculty Laboratory.  

Conclusion
This paper showed that a permanent die 
mould made of cast iron with a perfect 
post-mould condition was successfully 
produced by sand casting. And the mould 
produced was used to cast the top cylinder 
of a 4-stroke 3hp Villars-Vijay engine 
successfully. This will go a long way in 
enhancing the development of IC engines 
locally.
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